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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. In this paper we generalize the classical Whitney extension theorem 
to classes of functions defined in terms of second-order differences. The 
Whitney extension theorem states, in a version given in [8, Chap. VI] that 
every function in Lip(ol, F), 01 > 0, may be extended to a function in 
Lip(or, R”). Here F is an arbitrary closed set, and Lip(a, F) is, for 0 < a < 1 
(see [8, p. 1761 for 01 > l), the space of all functions f satisfying 
If(x)-f(Y)1 GWx-Yl*, x, ycF, and If(x)1 < M, x EF, for some 
constant M which may depend on f. 
It is well known that in many problems in analysis the space Lip(1, Rn) 
can be replaced in a natural way, following [12], by a somewhat larger space 
which is defined by means of second differences. This larger space d,(R”) = 
l&R”) consists of all continuous functions f satisfying I f(x - h) - 2f(x) + 
f(x + h)l < M j h 1, X, h E R”, and 1 f(x)1 < M, x E Rn (see Definition 2.1). 
We prove, for the space /l(Rn), an analog to the Whitney extension theorem. 
We define a space fl,(F) of functions on an arbitrary closed set F 
(Definition 1.1) and prove that everyfG A,(F) may be extended to a function 
defined in Rn belonging to A(R”) (Theorem 3.1). This is the analog for n(Rn) 
of Whitney’s theorem and the main result of this paper. The converse of this 
result also holds, i.e., the restriction to F of a function in fl(R”) belongs to 
A,(F). This is an immediate consequence of the definition of /l,(F) and 
Proposition 2.1 below, stating that cl,(F) coincides with cl(R”) for F = R”. 
Thus /l,(F) is the “trace” of A(Rn) to F. 
A major problem is defining (1,(F), since one cannot automatically use 
second differences on a nonconvex set F; x - h and x + h may belong to F 
but not .X (compare also Remark 4.2). The definition of Al(F) is given in 
Section 1, and in Remark 1.3 some hopefully clarifying comments to it are 
given. The proof of the extension Theorem 3.1 is closely related to the proof 
of the Whitney extension theorem. For a comparison between the two 
theorems we refer to Section 3.1. 
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The extension of Theorem 3,1 to classes (1,(F), k > 1, k integer 
(Definition 5.1), of functions defined in terms of higher-order differences 
instead of second-order differences i  treated in Section 5 (Theorem 5.1). 
The definition of ./l,(F) is rather implicit, but for some sets it is possible 
to give simpler (but equivalent) definitions. In Section 2 we give some 
equivalent definitions of /1,(F) when F = Rn and in Section 4 we discuss how 
these can be transferred to more general sets. In particular, we show that if F 
is the closure of a Lipschitz domain in Rn, then A,(F) can again be defined 
by means of second differences. In this case, Theorem 3.1 may be considered 
as a special case of earlier results concerning the trace of general Lipschitz 
or Besov spaces Az’“(R”) to domains in R” (Corollary 4.2); see [8, p. 1501 
for the definition of LI~~~(R~). 
Thus Theorem 3.1 is also related to the theory of the trace of general 
Lipschitz spaces LICK*, 01 > 0, 1 < p, q d 00, and Sobolev spaces, to 
domains or linear subvarieties of R” (see, e.g., [8, Chap. VI] for definitions 
and such trace problems). Actually, our spaces A,(F) coincide, when F = R”, 
with the Lipschitz spaces A,“+‘(R”) (see Proposition 2.1 for k : 1 and 
Section 5 for k > 1); however, in this paper we take as elements in &(F) 
the continuous representatives of the elements in LI~*~(R~) as defined in [6]. 
When (y. is not an integer, L!,“‘“(R”) coincides with Lip(iu, R”) and, conse- 
quently, Whitney’s extension theorem solves the problem of determining the 
trace to F of /Ij_+(R”) in this case. This is the reason why we consider the 
integer case only. Our interest in the problem studied in this paper comes 
from our work in [4-61. In these papers we introduced spaces B:*‘(F) for 
noninteger p, 1 < p, q < co, where F is a rather general closed set, and 
proved that the spaces B:?“(F) occur as the trace to F of the classical Lipschitz 
spaces &?“(R”) if /3 = 01 - (n - d)/p and d is the Hausdorff dimension of F. 
In a forthcoming publication we shall show how spaces Bi7q(F) may be 
defined for integers p along the lines of the present paper so that the missing 
part (the case when /3 is an integer) of [4-61 is filled in. 
Parts of the results of this paper have been presented in [9] in somewhat 
weaker versions. 
0.2. Notation. R” is the n-dimensional Euclidean space x = (x1, x2,..., xn), 
F is a closed set with boundary 8F. d(x, F) is the distance from x to F, and 
d(E, F) is the distance from the set E to F. dh2j(x) is the symmetrical second 
difference off with step h at x, i.e., 
&?-(x) = f(x + h) - Y(x) + f(x - h). 
j is always a multiindex, j = (j, , j, ,..., j,), and we use the notation 
ljl =j, +j2 + ... +A and xi = (xl)‘l (x3”” . . . (x”)ht. 
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Df and f(j) both denote the partial derivative off corresponding to j. Df is 
the gradient off, and h Df is the scalar product &lCl hi Djf. c and M denote 
different constants most of the time they appear. 
1. THE SPACE n,(F) 
Spaces d,(F), k > 1, are defined in Section 5. In the definition below, 
j denotes an n-dimensional multiindex of length / j I. The functions J;:, , 
1 j / = 1, in the definition are conveniently thought of as partial derivatives 
of the function fv = fov . Actually, Whitney’s definition of “derivatives” on 
an arbitrary closed set is based upon conditions similar to condition (ii) 
in the definition below. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let c1 > 0 and let F be a closed subset of R”. Then f 
belongs to the space A,(F) if there exist collections {f;V}ljlsl , u = I, 2,..., and 
a constant M, such that for x, y E F (we put fov = fy whenever it is convenient) 
(ii) If,(s) -L(Y) - ,&(x - YY.~;,(Y~ G M2-“, lx --Y I Ga2-“, (1.3) 
Ihy(4 -.Mv>l < M, I x - y I < a2-“, ljl = 1, (1.4) 
(iii) I.fdx)l < M, (1.5) 
I .tm G MY ljj = 1. (1.6) 
As the norm 1) f Ijn,(F) off, we take infimum of all constants M, such that 
conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied for some {fjv}Ijlsl .
The following remarks are of importance in connection with this definition. 
Remark 1.1. From (i) and (iii) it follows that 
I.u4 < I”fx.4 - f(4 + I f(x) -.fxx>l + I fiw G 2M 
andthatfor /j/ = 1 
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so for x E F, v = 1, 2 ,..., there holds 
and 
IfiYWl < 2Mv, ljl = 1. (1.8) 
In a similar way we can also see that it is enough to assume (1.2) for ,U = 
v + 1. We can also easily see that f is continuous on F if f E (1,(F). This 
follows from 
If(x) -f(Y)1 G IfW -.m)l + lh(-u) --./i(Y) - ,&(x - Yh”bj 
+ / c (x - Y)‘MY)l + Ify(v> -f(.Y)l < CP + ClJP 
ljl=l 
if x, y E F and I x - y I < a2-“. Here the last inequality is a consequence of 
(l.l), (1.3), and (1.8). 
Remark 1.2. Different values on the constant a appearing in Definition 1.1 
give raise to equivalent norms. To see this, let aI < az , and denote the 
corresponding norms by II * jlal and I/ * Ilaa . Then clearly /I * /Ial < // * I&. 
In order to deduce a converse inequality, let N be an integer such that 
2Na, > a2 , and consider the collections { giy} given by g,, = J;.,V--N , v > N, 
and by g,, = j& , v = 1, 2 ,..., N, where {&) is a collection satisfying (i)-(iii) 
in Definition 1.1 with a = a, and A4 = 2 Ilf\la, . Then { gjy} satisfies (i)-(iii) 
with a = 2N~1 , M = C IIf/,+ (and&, replaced by gj,), where C is a constant 
depending only on n, a, , and N. Thus we have 11 *jla2 < /I . Ii2 Na, < C II * jja2 . 
Remark 1.3. It is possible to give several equivalent definitions of L&(F) 
(compare also Remark 4.5). For example, if 1 < 01 < 2 and we replace (ii) 
in Definition 1 .l by 
If,(x) --f,(Y) - ,zl (x - YYh”(Yj < h42”(“-1) I x - Y Ia, x7 Y ‘I; 9) 
and 
I j&(x) - .hv(v)l < AcW-~) I x - Y la--l, x, Y E F 
(1.10) 
we obtain an equivalent dejinition. (It is obvious that (ii) in Definition 1.1 
follows from these inequalities. Conversely, if f E Al(F) as defined in 
Definition 1.1, then we may extend f by means of Theorem 3.1 and obtain a 
function Ef e f&Rn). 
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The methods used in proving Proposition 2.1 below now give us (fiV)ijl<l 
with the desired properties, since (1.9) now follows from (1. lo), and (1.10) 
follows from (2.5) if [ x - y 1 < 2-‘, from (1.2) and (1.4) if 2-’ < 
1 x - y I < 1, and from (1.8) if I x - y I > 1. In the middle case, take p so 
that 2-11-l < 1 x - y 1 < 2-u. Then 
(cf. Remark 1.1 for the second to last estimate). Conditions (I .9) and (I. 10) 
together with the boundedness (1.7) and (1.8) of hV , / j / < 1, mean that 
{fiVjli~(l E Lip(ol, F) with norm in Lip(or, F) less than M2Y(“-1). This means 
that, for 1 < 01 < 2, conditions (ii) and (iii) in the definition of L&(F) may be 
replaced by the assumption that (fjv}~il<l E Lip(ol, F) with norm in Lip(ar, F) less 
than MY@-1). Consequently, we get an alternative definition of A,(F) based 
upon approximation with smoother functions in the class Lip(cy, F), which is 
in a natural way defined on an arbitrary closed set. 
It is useful to have the weaker assumptions (1.3) and (1.4) instead of (1.9) 
and (1. lo), for example, in the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
2. DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS OF &(J?) 
2.1. We shall start by showing that A,(F) for F = R” coincides with the 
class d(RR) of functions satisfying the following smoothness condition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The function f belongs to the class A(R”) if f is contin- 
uous on R” and for some constant M, 1 f(x)1 < M and I Ah2f(x)l < M 1 h / 
for x, h E R”. 
The norm off E (l(Rn) is the inlimum of the constants M. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. d,(R*) = d(R”) with equivalent norms. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that f E A(R”). Take a function cp E Com(Rn) such 
that F(X) = 0 if Ix) > 1, spdx = 1, and cp > 0. We also assume that 
F(X) = y(-x) which gives that (Djy)(x) = (D~T)(-x) if 1 j I = 2. Put 
r > 0, 
and define f, by 
640/26/z-5 
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Then, since s F&V) dx = 1 and q+(x) = 0 if / x 1 2 r, 
W-Ax) - f(x)) = J;,,< (f(x + 0 + f(x - t> - VW q+(t) dt x7 
which by the assumption is less than Mr. Hence 
I .L(x) - f(x>l < cr, XER”, r>O. 
Next we shall prove that 
I WXx>l d cr-l, ljl =2, XER%, r >O. 
In fact, since (D&(X) = (D$,.)(--x) and J D$J,(x) dx = 0 for 
we get 
2DYrb) = 5,,,, (f(x - t) + f(x + t> - 2f(x)) D’&> dt. 
7 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
ljl =2, 
But Djq+(t) = r-“-“(DjF)(t/r), 1 j [ = 2, and so 
I wxx)l < 1 M 1 t 1 r-n-2c dt = cr-l, 
ltl4r 
which is (2.2). We remark in passing that we also get, for x E R” and ( j 1 = 1, 
I “Mx>l < A4 and I Dj&)l = ( /f(t) D&x - t) dt ( ,< cr-I. (2.3) 
From (2.2) and the mean-value theorem we now obtain for / h 1 < r, 
(x E R”, r > 0) 
and 
(2.4) 
I D!(x) - DfXx + h)l < c I h I r-l < c. 
We finally want to prove that 
I W&) - W&)l < cr2/rl , r2>rI,xERn,Ijl =l. 
In fact, by inserting suitable terms we find 
I w?f,(x) - m&)l 
(2.5) 
(W 
d I fr,h + A) - fr,w - wf,,w 
+ I -fr,(x + 4 + “h,(x) + w+)l + I h,(x + 4 - A& + 41 
+ I h2(x> - .L1(-41 3
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and if we estimate the first two terms in the right-hand side by means of (2.4) 
and the last two by means of (2.1) (by inserting f), we get the estimate 
c(rl + rz) if 1 h / < rl . By taking h = rlei , where ei is the unit vector in the 
xi-direction, we obtain (2.6). 
In order to see that f~ A,(P) it is now enough to define f” by f” with 
r = 2-“. The estimates (2.1)-(2.6) show that f~ A,(P) and that 
(2) Conversely, 1etfE A,(P) and let (J;l”)lj~sl, v = 1, 2,..., be given by 
Definition 1.1 (with F = R”). Then f is continuous and bounded by (1.1) 
and (1.5) in Definition 1.1. Furthermore, 
A2f(x) = (42f(x) - 43x4) + &Yxx) = I + II. (2.7) 
Choose v such that 2-” < 1 h 1 < 2-“fl (if 0 < \ h \ < 1; otherwise it is 
trivial that 1 dh2f(x)I < c I h I). 
From (1.1) we conclude that j I j < c2-” < c 1 h 1, and from (1.3) that 
Hence, f E A(P) and jlfl(A(RS) < c l(f/ln,(Rn) and the proposition is proved. 
Remark 2.1. In the second part of the proof we used only (l.l), (1.3), 
and (1.5) to infer that f~ d(P). This means that (l.l), (1.3), and (1.5) in 
Definition 1.1 imply (1.2), (1.4), and (1.6) when F = R”. This is not true for 
a general F which is seen from the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let 0 < p < 1, and put 
F = (O} u (a, = 2 - 2-*, n > l} U (b, = 2 * 2+’ f 2+/B, n 2 11. 
Define f on F by f(x) = 2-“, x = b, and f(x) = 0 elsewhere. Then no 
Ef E (1(R) can coincide with f on F, since a function Ef in A(R) satisfies 
I Ef(x) - Ef(u)l < c x - y 1 / In j x - y j 1 (see [ll, p. 44]), but this is I 
not satisfied by f on F, since I f(bJ - f(a,)l = [ b, - a, Is. On the other 
hand, f satisfies all conditions in Definition 1.1 except (1.2), if we define h” 
forj = 0 andj = 1 byf,“(x) = 0, x < b, , fey(x) = f(x), x > b, ,fiJx) = 0, 
x < b, , and fly(x) = 2-“/2+lS, x = a, and x = b, , n < v. 
It is obvious that (1. l), (1.5), and (1.6) are satisfied, and that the inequalities 
in (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied if x, y < b, or x = a, , y = b, for some n, 
which is always the situation if I x - y I < 2-“, x, y E F. 
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2.2. There are several other equivalent ways to define A@“). We shall 
state two of them. The first, given by Proposition 2.2, is of interest here, 
since it is in spirit very similar to, but simpler than, our definition of A,(R”). 
However, it cannot be used to define A#). It is more or less well known, 
cf. Remark 4.3 below. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. f E JR”) if and only iffor every r > 0 there exists a 
function fr E C2(Rn) such that for x E Rn and r > 0, 
and 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Furthermore, the norm off in A(R”) is equivalent to the infimum of the 
constants M. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from the proof of Proposition 2.1 
(with f,. =f * y+). Th e “if” part follows almost exactly as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 by using (2.7) with fv changed to f7, where r = 1 h 1, and 
then estimating II in (2.7) by means of the mean-value theorem and (2.9). 
2.3. The characterization of A(R”) given by the next proposition, will be 
generalized to more general sets in Section 4. It is a consequence of known 
results concerning polynomial approximation. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. f E A(Rn) if and only if f is continuous and, for some 
constant M, 
I ml < M, XER”, (2.11) 
and, if x,, , x1 ,..., x, are n + 1 afine independent points (in the sense that the 
vectors x1 - x0, x2 - x0 ,..., x, - x0 are linearly independent) and P is the 
palynomial of the first degree in n variables interpolating to f at x0 , x1 ,..., x, , 
then 
If(x) - p(x)l d M max 1 xi - xk 1) (2.12) 
O<f,k<n 
for all points x belonging to the convex hull K of {x0 ,..., x,J. The norm off 
in n(R*) is equivalent to the infmum of the constants M. 
Proof: Let p be the diameter of K, let Q be a sphere of diameter c,p 
containing K, and let f o A(R”). From [l] (see also [3]), it follows that there 
exists a polynomial P of degree 1 such that//f - P (\m,R < w sup, (( dh2f ((m,R , 
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where the norm on the right is taken over x E Q such that x - h and x + h 
both are in Q. Here w is a constant, depending only on n. Thus, 
llf - lJ II m.o G cNp, (2.13) 
where c depends on c1 and n, and N is the A@“)-norm ofJ: Consider now the 
linear functional FS given by Fz( g) = PI g(x), g E C(Q), where P, g is the 
polynomial of degree 1 interpolating to g at x0, x1 ,..., x, , and let 
Z=(g) = g(x). Then 
I f(x) - P,fOI = I& - F3G)f I = I&t - F&f-- P)l 
< (1 + II F, IlNlf - P Ilmd 
If x E K, then II Fz jj < 1, so combined with (2.13) this gives (2.12). 
In order to prove the converse we just note that if P is a first-degree 
polynomial interpolating to f at n + 1 suitable points, two of which are 
x + h and x - h, then 
I4”.m)l = I42fW - 4bZ-w>I = 2 If(x) - P(x)1 < c I h I. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark. Instead of appealing to the results in, e.g., [l] in the proof 
above, a polynomial P satisfying (2.13) may be obtained by taking P as the 
first-degree Taylor polynomial off, at, e.g., x0 , where& is as in Proposition 
2.2. 
In the proof of Proposition 2.3, we actually obtain (2.12) for all x in 52, 
but then A4 depends on I] F, I], which depends on the shape of K; it is easy to 
see that II Fz II < cp/pl , where p1 is the diameter of the sphere inscribed in K, 
and c depends on c1 and n. In particular, for n = 2 we obtain the following 
result, which will be referred to later on. 
Let v be fixed, 0 < v < 7713, and let x0 , x1 , and x2 be v-uniformly a$ine 
independent in the following sense: 
The angles in the triangle A with corners x,, , x1 and x2 , are all 
larger than or equal to v. (2.14) 
Zf P is the first degree polynomial interpolating to f e A(R*) at x0 , x1 , x2 , 
then 
I f(x) - P(x)1 < A4 o$& I xi - Xk I 
with M depending on c, for x such that 
(2.15) 
It is easy to see that (2.15) does not hold if we omit condition (2.14). 
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3. THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
3.1. We shall prove the following extension theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a closed subset of Rn. Then every f E A,(F) may be 
extended to a function Ef in JR”). Furthermore, the extension can be made so 
that /j h’f Iln(R,,) < c 11 f Iln,(F) , where the constant c onZy depends on n, and so 
that Ef is infinitely diflerentiable outside F. 
Conversely, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that the restriction to F of a 
function in A(R”) belongs to A,(F), and the norm in A,(F) is less than a 
constant times the norm in A(Rn). Together with Theorem 3.1 this gives: 
MAIN RESULT. The trace to F of A(R”) is A,(F). 
Before going into detail, we make a brief sketch of the proof. Let f E Al(F) 
be given, and let {hV}lilsl, v = 1, 2, 3 ,..., be associated to f as in Definition 
1.1. To each U&IS~, we shall associate a function fy defined on R” (see 
Section 3.3). These functionsfV are then put together by means of a partition 
of unity on the layers 
A, = {x 1 2--(y+1) < d(x, F) < 2-y) (3.1) 
in the following way. Let rp, be the nonnegative C”-functions equal to zero 
outside A,-, u d, u LI,+~ with C q”(x) = 1, x E %F, given by Lemma 3.1 
below (% denotes complement in Rn). Define Ef by 
-V(x) = f qdx) f;(x), x E VF, 
V=l 
and Ef(x) = j-(x), x E F. 
Then Ef belongs to A(R"); this is shown in Section 3.5, the proof being based 
upon a number of estimates given in Section 3.4. 
This method is, as previously mentioned, closely related to the proof of 
the Whitney extension theorem. Actually, at least if we used the stronger 
definition in Remark 1.3, then we could use the extension operator E1 used 
in the Whitney extension theorem for Lip(or, F), a = 2, (see [8, p. 176]), and 
define an extension i?f offs Al(F) by 
Then Ef is more or less equivalent to the extension Ef sketched above. 
However, the functions fV are simpler than El({fjv}\j\<l), and it seems more 
natural to use them in our context. 
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It should be noted that if we use the definition of A,(F) given in Remark 1.3 
and the extension Ef, then the proof of Theorem 3.1 may be shortened 
considerably. The estimates corresponding to those in Lemma 3.2 and 
Lemma 3.3 may then be derived from Stein’s version in [8] of the Whitney 
extension theorem (cf. [9] and the proof of Proposition 4.1 below). 
Thus, our main contribution with Theorem 3.1 to the theory of extension 
of functions, seems to be how to define A,(F)), letting the definition of Ef 
on the distance of magnitude 2-” from F be based upon the approximation 
~h”hlSl of f, and maybe also the use of the weak assumption (ii) in 
Definition 1.1 (cf. Remark 1.3). 
For simple sets Fit is of course possible to use simpler extension operators. 
For instance, if f E cl@“) and u(x, u) = (P, *f)(x), x E R”, y > 0, i.e., 
tx, Y> E R”=‘, denotes the Poisson integral off, then the second difference 
dh2u(x, y) is O(h) in Ry+‘. Furthermore, straightforward computations how 
that the extension off defined by 
f(x, y) = u(x, y) - y y for y > 0 
and by reflection, f(x, v) = f(x, --y) for y < 0, belongs to A(Rfi+l). 
3.2. When we define the extension Ef in Section 3.3, we shall use some 
partitions of unity, which we describe in this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be a closed set, and let A, be given by (3.1). Then there 
exist functions py , ‘v = . . . . -2, -I, 0, I,2 ,..., such that yy E Cm, p),, > 0, 
dx) = 0 if x $4, u 4 u Av+l , C y,(x) = 1 if x E %?F, and for all j, 
1 qy(x)l < c2yljl (3.2) 
where c is a constant only depending on j and n. 
Proof. Let q~ be a nonnegative function in Cm(R”) supported by 
(x 1 I x j < 1) with J 97 dx = 1, and define yy by y”(x) = 2”“qQx). Then vy is 
supported by {x 1 1 x 1 < 2-“}, J vV dx = 1, and j qp)(x)l < 2~(n+Ijl)~~, 
where Mj = max 1 q+j) I. 
Now, let g, be defined by g,(x) = 1 if 
2-(v+l) - 2+f3) ( d(X,F) = 2-v + 2-bf3) 
and g”(x) = 0 elsewhere, and h, by 
h,(x) = j-g&) q4+3@ - 0 dt. 
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Then from the above mentioned properties of qV, we easily obtain that 
h, = 1 if x E A, , h, = 0 if x 4 A,-, u A, u A,+l , and that 
1 h;)(x)1 = lJg,(t) y;;3(x - t) dt 1 < Mj2(Y+3)(n+ljl)2-(v+3)nWn ) 
where w, is the volume of the n-dimensional unit sphere. So we have 
) h’j’( ” x )I < c2ylil > (3.3) 
where c depends on j and n. 
Finally, put yy = hY/Ck hk . Then v,, satisfies the conditions of the lemma; 
apart from condition (3.2) this is immediate. To realize that (3.2) holds, we 
put g = C hK . Then ( md (i) = hy), and it follows that &)g is the sum of hf’) 
and terms of type cg ~1) (@, where j, + j, = j, j, # 0. If we now assume vy 
that (3.2) is proved for /j j < k, it is easy to obtain, for /j / = k, that 
1 r#‘g 1 < C2”ljl, f rom which (3.2) follows, since g > 1, x E %F. This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Next we turn to the definition of a family {P)“~} of functions which will 
be needed in Section 3.3. For fixed v, the functions yVi , i = 1, 2 ,..., form a 
partition of unity based upon certain cubes QVi , which are obtained as 
follows. Divide Rn into closed cubes with sides of length 2-” parallel to the 
axes in such a way that the vertices of the cubes have coordinates of the 
form m2-+, where m is an integer. Denote these cubes by Q,,$ , i = 1,2,3,... . 
In order to define the functions yVi, let Q and (1 + E)Q denote the cubes 
centered at the origin with sides parallel to the axes of length 1 and 1 + E, 
respectively. Let 0 < E < 2, and let 4 be a P-function satisfying 0 G ~,4 < 1, 
Z&V) = 1 if x E Q, and #(x) = 0 if x 4 (1 + E)Q. Denote the center of QUi 
by xvi, and define & by Z,&(X) = q@‘(x - xvi)). Finally, put yVi = 
z,$JC Z,&~ . Then it is easily seen that the functions rpVi have the following 
properties: 0 ,( vyi < 1, ~,~(x) = 0 if x belongs to a cube QVm not touching 
Qyi , xi r&x) = 1 and (cf. the proof of (3.2)) 
( cps’1’(x)l < c21jl”, v, i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (3.4) 
where the constant c depends only on j and n. 
3.3. The extension ES. Let f o A@) be given, and associate {fj,}~~l~~ , 
v = 1, 2, 3 )...) to f as in Definition 1.1 with M = 2 )I f JJ+) , and put 
t.fi =m 
P”(x, Y)=Jxr) + c tx - YYh”(Y>Y XER”,~EF. (3.5) 
jjl=l 
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Let QVi and qVi be as defined in the end of Section 3.2, and let pyi denote a 
point in F with d(pyi , QVi) = d(F, QJ. To {fjV}lilil we now associate the 
function $, given by 
m = 1 dx) P”(X, Pvi), XE R”. 
Next let {my} be the partition of unity given by Lemma 3.1. We define the 
extension Ef of f by 
=fW, x E F. 
It is obvious from the definition that Ef is infinitely differentiable outside F. 
In the Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we show that Ef E n,(P). Actually it will follow 
from our proof that /[ Ef Ilnl(Rnj < c, where the constant c is independent off 
and F as long as 1) f JJ+F) = 1. This enables us to conclude that in general 
jl Ef Iln,(Rn) d c (1 f Iln,(F) , where c is independent off and F. 
3.4. In this section we derive estimates on fV and Ef, from which it will 
easily follow that Ef E /l,(P). In order to make these estimates easier to 
survey, we state them in a series of lemmas. However, we first note a couple 
of facts, which will be used repeatedly below. 
Let PV(x, JJ) be given by (3.5). Then for x E R”, q, r E F, we have (cf., e.g., 
[8, P. 1771) 
fJv(x, 4)- P&G r> = fvkd - ~dq, r> + C (Mq) - Mr>)(x - s>j- 
[ji=l 
Consequently, since we assume that {J;.V}lilcl satisfies (ii) in Definition 1.1, 
we have 
I P,(x, 4) - P&G r>l < d-y 
and also 
if ( q - r I < a2-“, I x - q I < a2-” 
(3.6) 
I hr(q) - .Mr>l < c if ( q - r 1 < a2-v, I j I = 1, (3.7) 
where the constant a may be taken arbitrarily large by Remark 1.2. 
We shall also need the following estimate. Let x E Qym , where QVm is a 
cube touching QVi . Then it is easy to realize that 
I x - pvi I < W’3 2-* + d(Qvi ,F) 
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and that 
4Qvi , F> d 4x, Q,J + 4x, F;) < n1/22-v + d(x, F). 
This gives 
I x - pvi / < d(x, F) + 3(n1/2) 2-u) x E Qvm . (3.8) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let d(x, F) < 2-+-l). Then 
(9 / p’(x)1 < C2”) IA =2, 
(ii) I f,‘j’(x)l < cv, ljl = 1, 
(iii) I Iw < c. 
Proof. Since L(x) = xi &x) P&c, pyi), we see that fi’i)(x) is a sum of 
terms of type 
(3.9) 
where I and m are multiindices with 1 + m = j. 
Here, clearly, PJm’(x, pyI) = fmV( pyI) if ( m / = 1, and Pb”)(x, pvi) = 0 if 
Iml>l. 
Now, let b E F be a point with 1 x - b / = d(x, F). 
Since xi yVi = 1, and thus xi cp,$) = 0, I # 0, we have 
T;+(X) = c y;j)(P;mz)(x, p”,) - PJm)(x, b)), I # 0. (3.10) 
i 
Suppose next that y&) # 0. Then, by the construction of yVi , x belongs 
to a cube touching QVi , and thus, by (3.8) 
and consequently 
I x - PYI I < c2-“, q’,iw f 0 (3.11) 
I pvi - b I < I p”i - x I + I x - b I d c2-“, y,i(x) # 0. (3.12) 
Consequently, using (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7) we get from (3.10) that 1 T,?(x)\ < 
c2”, I + m = j, I j 1 = 2, I # 0, which gives part (i) of the lemma. Similarly 
wegetIT~~“(x)~~c,I+m=j,~j~==l,I#O.Ifl+m=j, ljl=l, 
I = 0, we instead combine (1.8) and (3.9) and get / T,?(x)1 < cv, so we get 
part (ii) of the lemma. Finally, since by (1.7) and (1.8) 
I P”(X,P”i)I < IMP”i)l + 1 ,gl (x - P”iYh”(P”i)l G c + CPV G c, 
we have IfV(x)\ < c. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let d(x, F) ,< 2-@-l) and Y > CL. Then there holds 
(0 I f&d - /i,<x>l < c@, 
(ii) I f(x) --L(x)1 < c2-@, x E F, 
(iii) I f;‘(x) -f:)(x)] < c2”+, ljl = 1. 
Proqf: Since x:i rpVi = 1, we have 
Lc4 - J,(x) = c %iW Pdx, PA - 1 %dc(x) P&G PA 
z k 
= ; ; Y”i(X> %kcw”(x~ P”J - P&P P”?J). 
Now, by (3.11) and (i) in Definition 1.1 
! P”(X, PJ - Pu(x, PJ 
G I fy(PYJ - f,(PYi)l 
+ 2 I x - P”i I I .f;“(P”i) - .h,(P”i)l < c2-” + c2-“2”-“ = c2-‘1, 
]j;=l 
if qVi(x) d 0. Since, by (3.11), 
I PYI - P”k I < I PYi - x I + I x - pdc I < c2’ + c2-” < c2-lL, 
if y,;(x) # 0 and 9)uk(x) # 0, we obtain from (3.6) then that 
I PLL(x, PYi> - PLk, Pudl d c2-“. 
These estimates clearly give ( Pv(x, p,J - P,(x, p,,J < c2-” if C&X) # 0 
and puk(x) f 0, and since xi yYf = CL (pvk: = 1 it follows from the expres- 
sion for f”(x) - fu(x) above that part (i) of the lemma holds. 
If x E F, then 
which by parts (i) and (ii) in Definition 1.1 and (3.11) is less than c2-O. 
Finally, for / j I = 1, we have f?‘(x) - f$)(x) = A + Tiyo - T$‘, where 
A = c dx) mx, P”i) - c rp,k(X) Pf)(x, puJ 
E k 
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and T is given by (3.9). In the proof of Lemma 3.2 we saw that j 7’:’ ( < c 
and 1 Ti>’ 1 < c, and exactly as in the proof of part (i) of this lemma we get 
/ A 1 < c2y-“. 
LEMMA 3.4. We have 
(4 I W(x) -L(x)l < c2-*, d(x, F) < 2-(u+l), p > 1, 
C-3 I@W’Wl G 44x, W1, xe%F, ljj =2, 
(4 I WWl < c, XERn. 
ProoJ If x E F, then (a) is just statement (ii) of Lemma 3.3. If x 6 F, say 
XE4, where 7 > EL. + 1, we obtain since C vy = 1 (recall also the other 
properties of 9)“) 
where the last inequality is a consequence of (i) in Lemma 3.3. Thus (a) is 
proved. 
To prove (b), let x E A,, 7 3 2. (If T < 0, then (b) is trivial since then 
E’(x) = 0 in A, and the cases r = 0 and T = 1 are treated in a straight- 
forward manner.) If lj I = 2, then (E’)(j) is a sum of terms of type 
C cp;“‘(x) fp-“‘(x). Th ese are estimated by means of(i) of Lemma 3.2 if I = 0 
and after subtractingfJ?;‘)(x), by means of (3.2) and(i) and (iii) of Lemma 3.3 
if 1 > 0. One immediately obtains I(Ef)(‘)(x)l < ~2~, x E A, , which proves (b). 
Finally, (c) is a consequence of (iii) of Lemma 3.2. 
3.5. It is now easy to prove that Ef E A(R”). We shall prove that I Ef/ < c, 
which is just statement (c) of Lemma 3.4, and that 
I ~,2(W)Wl e c I h I. (3.13) 
It is enough to prove (3.13) for, say, j h 1 < l/16, since if 1 h 1 > l/16, then 
(3.13) is a consequence of I Ef I < c. In order to prove (3.13) we consider 
two cases. 
Case 1. d(x, F) > 2 1 h 1. Then Ef is infmitely differentiable in a neigh- 
borhood of the line segment L between x - h and x + h, and we obtain 
from the mean-value theorem and (b) of Lemma 3.4 that 
I ~I,~(Ef)(x)l < c I h 12{4G FN-l G c I h I. 
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Case 2. d(x, -F> < 2 1 h [. Choose p so that 
2-u-2 < d(x, F) + 1 h [ < 2-u-1. 
From part (a) of Lemma 3.4 we obtain 
I dh2(Ef)(X) - 42f;l(X)l < CP < c I h I, 
where the last inequality is a consequence of 2Pw2 < 3 I h I. From the 
mean-value theorem and part (i) of Lemma 3.2 we get 
I 4&2J,(x)I < c I h I2 2” < c I h I. 
This proves (3.13). 
In order to prove that Ef is continuous, let x E F and take y E R” with 
1 x - y 1 < 2-++l). Then, by (a) of Lemma 3.4, the mean-value theorem, 
and (ii) of Lemma 3.2, 
I W(x) - W(v)1 < &--ll + If&> -f;(r)1 d ~2~ + cp2-“. 
Thus, Ef is continuous at x, and since it is obvious from the definition of Ef 
that Ef is continuous outside F, we get that Ef is continuous in R”. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The aim of this section is to consider some other possible definitions of 
AI(F) and to investigate whether they coincide with our Definition 1.1. 
In case of coincidence we get by means of Theorem 3.1 other characterizations 
of the restriction to F of the class A(P). In this way we get (Corollary 4.2) 
a new proof of a well-known result. 
4.1. We shall consider a set F C R” with boundary given by xn = 
*(xl,..., x+-l), where x = (x1 ,..., x~) and $ E Lip,(M), i.e., 
1 t)(t) - #(t’)l 6 M j t - t’ I for t, t’E Rn-l. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let # E Lip,(M) and let F be given by F = {x E Rn: 
xn > $(x1,..., P-l)}. Then f E A,(F) if f is continuous on F and, for some 
constant MI , 
If( < JfI 9 x E F, (4.1) 
I42fWl < Ml I h I, (4.2) 
when the line segment between x - h and x + h lies entirely in F. Moreover, 
the norm off in A,(F) is less than CM, where c depends only on the dimension n 
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and the Lipschitz constant M. Conversely, iff E A,(F), then (4.1) and (4.2) are 
satisfied with Ml < c 11 f ljn,(F) . 
Remark 4.1. From the proof it will follow that in order to prove that 
f E A,(F) it is enough to assume that (4.1) and (4.2) are true with F changed 
to the interior of F. 
Remark 4.2. The alternative characterization of A,(F) given in Propo- 
sition 4.1 is, of course, simpler and more satisfactory than our original 
definition of A,(F). For general closed sets Fit is, however, not true that A,(F) 
consists of all continuous bounded functions on F satisfying 
I AY(x)I < Ml I h I if x, x + h, x - h E F. (4.2’) 
In fact, take any set F such that the three points x, x - h, and x + h, where 
h f: 0, never belong to F simultaneously. The subset of R’ consisting of zero 
and the points 3-k, k = I,2 ,..., is such a set. Then (4.2’) is automatically 
satisfied and n,(F) does not contain all bounded continuous functions on F 
since every f E A,(F) can be extended to a function Ef E /l(Rn) which satisfies 
I Ef(x) - Ef(y)l < c I x - y I * 1 In I x - y I ] (see the example in Remark 
2.1). 
In the proof we shall use the following lemma which is a special case of 
Whitney’s extension theorem (see [IO] or [8, Chap. VI, Theorem 41). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let { g’j))ljlsl , with g(O) = g, be defined on a closed set G C Rn 
so that, for some constant MO andfor all x, y E G, ( j I < 1, 
1 g(j)(x) - c (x - y)” g”i”( y)Ji MO ( x - y /2-g (4.3) 
Ij+ZlQ 
I g’Wl < MO * (4.4) 
Then g(O) = g can be extended to a function g E Cl(R”) with the given functions 
g(j), / j I = 1, as the partial derivatives of g on G, such that (4.3) and (4.4) are 
true for all x, y E Rn (with g(j), / j I = 1, denoting the partial derivatives of g) 
if MO is repIaced by cMo , where c depends only on the dimension n. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The converse part follows, for instance, by 
means of Theorem 3.1. The proof of the direct part proceeds in several 
steps: 
Step 1. Choose F, C F, v = 1, 2 ,..., so that F, is equal to F translated a 
distance 2--y in the positive direction of the xn-axis, i.e., the boundary aF; 
is given by the equation x* = #(xl,..., x”-l) + 2-“. Then it follows easily 
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(draw a figure; compare [B, Lemma 2, p. 1821) from the Lipschitz condition 
that, for some constant M’ > 0 depending only on the Lipschitz constant M, 
x E aF” =c- d(x, aF> 3 M’2-“, (4.5) 
where d(x, i3F) denotes the distance from x to aF. Furthermore, aF” E Lip,(M), 
because aF” and aF satisfy the same Lipschitz condition since aF” is a trans- 
lation of aF. 
Step 2. Choose v as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 but with v(x) = 0 
for 1 x / > M’/2 where M’ is the constant in (4.5). Put F”(X) = 2”“~(2”x) and 
lxx) = (f * V”)(X), XEF”. (4.6) 
Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 (see formula (2.2)) it is proved that 
1 Djfy(x) < c2”, x E F” , lj / = 2, and hence (compare, for j = 0 and 
1 j I = 1, the first inequality in (2.4) and in (2.5), respectively) 
p(x) - 1 
Ij+zlq 
(x - y)“fl’+yy)i < c2” / x - y 12-g 
x,y~Fv, I.il < 1, (4.7) 
if all points of the line segment between x and y belong to F” . If some points 
of this line segment lie in the complement of F” , (4.7) is still true which is 
realized in the following way: 
Take two points x’ and y’ in F” such that (1) the line segment between x 
and x’ is parallel to the xn-axis, the line between x’ and y’ to the R*-l-plane, 
and the line between y’ and y to the x”-axis, (2) the polygon joining x, x’, y’, 
and y belongs to F” . The Lipschitz condition means that x’ and y’ may be 
chosen so that I x - x’ I < c I x - y 1, j x’ - y’ j < c / x - y 1, and 
I y’ - y / < c I x - y I. This gives, by means of the case when (4.7) is 
already proved, 
I m(x) - miY>l d I wx-4 - mxx’)/ + I mx7 - @xY’>l 
+ I WY’) - M(Y)l < c2” I x - y I. 
Analogously, by the cases already proved, 
I.L(x> --L(Y) - (x - Y) mxY)l 
G I .fdx) - a4 - (x - x’) ww)I 
+ I -fy(Y’) +fyw + (Y’ - x? wxx’)l 
+ If,(Y’) --L(Y) - (Y’ - Y> mxY>l 
+ I(x - Y’w?fytx’) - wxY))l G c2y I x - Y I29 
i.e., (4.7) is true for all x, y E F” . 
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We also note that (as in the proof of Proposition 2.1) 
I.Mx>l d c and I WXx>l < ~2, ljl = 1, XEF”. (4.8) 
Step 3. So far, the functions fv are defined (by means of (4.6)) on F,, 
only. We now use Lemma 4.1 for each fixed v (with G = F, , g(j) = fv), 
and MO = ~2”) and obtain extensions off” from F, to functions fv E Cl@“) 
so that 
(4.7) and (4.8) hold for all x, y E R”. (4.9) 
We shall prove that f E A,(F) by showing that the functions fj, = Dify , 
ljl < 1, v = 1, 2 )..., satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) in Definition 1 .l. By (4.9), 
(ii) and (iii) are already verified. We shall verify (i) in Steps 4 and 5. 
Step 4. Let y = x - h E F, where h, ) h I < c2-*, is a point on the 
positive xn-axis such that x and x 4 h E F,, . Then 
IL(Y) -f(Y>I < I 4x(x)l + I X(x) - 2f(x)l 
+ I f(x + 4 -.ux + WI + I 4&2fWl 
=I+II+III+IV. 
By the mean-value theorem and (4.9), I < c2-*. In the same way as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1 it follows, because of (4.5), that II + III < c2--y. 
Finally, IV < c2- by the assumption on ft and (1.1) is proved. 
We also need the estimate 
I.uv> -f,(Y>I G &” if d(y, I;) < c2-v, v > CL, (4.10) 
which is proved in the same way by replacing f by f, and estimating IV in the 
same way as I. 
Step 5. The inequality 
I D%{x) - l?fu(x)l < cP-+, if XEF, v > p, Ij[ = 1, 
is proved, using (4.10), exactly like (2.6). Thus Proposition 4.1 is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let F = D v 8D where D is an open set in Rn with 
boundary aD which is minimally smooth in the sense used by Stein in 
[8, Chap. VI, Sect. 3.31. Let f be continuous on F and satisfy conditions (4.1) 
and (4.2) in Proposition 4.1. Then f E A,(F) with norm less than a constant 
(depending on F) times Ml . 
The proof proceeds by means of Proposition 4.1 and the method used in 
18, Chap. VI, Sect. 3.3.11. By combining Proposition 4.1 or Corollary 4.1 
with Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following classical extension theorem 
[7, pp. 380-3831 for the class d(R”). 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let F be as in Proposition 4.1 or Corolary 4.1. Let f be 
continuous on F and satisfy (4.1) and (4.2) in Propositoin 4.1. Then f can be 
extendedfrom F to a function in A(Rn) with norm less than a constant (depending 
on F) times Ml . 
Remark 4.3. Let D be a domain of the same type as in Corollary 4.1 
and A(D) the space of all continuous functions f satisfying (4.1) and (4.2) 
with F replaced by D. A characterization of A(D) similar to our definition of 
A,(F) may be obtained from the theory of interpolation of linear operators. 
In [3] it is shown that for Lipschitz-graph domains D, the second-order 
modulus of smoothness mt(S,f) is equivalent o the K-functional 
K2t&f) = Wlif - g llco -I- 6 1 g /m,2: g E CUD)), 
where I g L2 = s~pl~l=~ [I Df, Ilrn and 11 *Ilcc denotes sup-norm in D. There 
are constants cl, c2 > 0 such that for 0 < 6 < 1 
CP,@,f) G ~2t~2,f) e czwz(S,f). 
This gives that a functionfbelongs to A(D) if and only if for 0 < 6 < 1 there 
exist g, E C2(D) such that for x E D 
(9 I f(4 - g&9 G M& 
(ii) j Digs(x)1 < Ma-l, ljl =2, 
(iii) If(x) < M. 
In particular, if D = R”, f E A(R”), and we put fV = g, where 6 = 2-” 
we directly obtain that S and fV satisfy (l.l), (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) in Defi- 
nition 1.1. Compare also with (2.1) and (2.2) in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
4.2. In the next proposition we treat generalizations of the condition 
considered in Proposition 2.3 and in (2.15) to a rather general closed set F. 
We treat the case n = 2 which is already entirely typical. We shall consider 
a set F C R2 of the following kind. Suppose that there are constants c, , c2 , 
and v, 0 < v < n/3, so that, for every x0 E F and every v = 1,2 ,..., there are 
points x, , x, E F such that 
and 
c,2-” < / xi - x0 / ,< c22-v, i = 1,2, (4.11) 
x0, Xl, x2 are v-uniformly afline independent in the sense (2.14). 
(4.12) 
(The last condition of course disappears in the R1 case.) 
EXAMPLES. The sets F in Proposition 4.1 and the usual Cantor sets in R2 
are of this type. 
640/26/z-6 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let F C R2 be of the kind described above. Then f E /1,(F) 
if and only if, for all x E F and some constants M and c, 
I ml < M, (4.13) 
If(X) - p(X)/ < Moot& Xi - xk 1 , (4.14) 
for ma%(is2 1 x - xi 1 < c maxo<i,kS2 ( xi - xk [, for all v-uniformly afine 
independent points x0 , x1 , x2 E F, if P is the first degree polynomial (in two 
variables) interpolating to f at x,, , x, , and x2 . The norm off in A,(F) is 
equivalent to the injimum of the constant M in (4.13) and (4.14). 
For the proof we need 
LEMMA 4.2. If a first degree polynomial P in two variables satisfy 
I P(x)1 < M at three points x,, , x1 , and x2 satisfying (4.11) and (4.12), then 
I P(x)l < 44 if oyff2 j x - xi 1 < c2-” . . . 
(here cl depends on c but not on v). 
Proof. If x = x0 + OL(X~ - x0) + p(xz - x0), then 
P(x) = Wo) + 4Wl) - ptxo>> + B(P(x2) - P(xo)>, 
which gives the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The “only if” part follows from Theorem 3.1 
combined with Proposition 2.3 and (2.15). In order to prove the “if” part 
we subdivide, for each v = 1,2 ,..., R2 into a mesh M, of squares {&} with 
sides of length 2-” parallel to the axes. We do this so that each x E R2 belongs 
to exactly one square in M, and so that the squares in M,,, are obtained by 
bisecting each square in M, into four squares. 
Choose a point x,, = xoiV E F n &, , if F n &, is nonempty, and, after 
that, points x1 = xri, E F and x2 = xziV E F satisfying the conditions stated 
for x0 , x1 , x2 in (4.11) and (4.12). Let Pi, be the first-degree polynomial 
interpolating to f at xk = xkiv , k = 0, 1, 2, and put 
f;“(x) = P$‘(x) forxEFn&,, ljl < 1. (4.15) 
The partial derivatives P&x), ( j ( = 1, are constants and can be expressed 
in the following way. Let xi = xjtY = xoiV + 2-“ei, where e, is the unit 
vector in the xj-direction. Then 
py(x) = p&4 - P&o) 
%” 2-v ’ x E R”, 1.j I = 1. (4.16) 
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We shall prove that f~ cl,(F) by showing that &), 1 j j < 1, v = 1,2,..., 
satisfy the conditions in Definition 1.1. (We put& = fV .) First we note that, 
by assumption (4.14), for x E F n Si” 
I f(x) - W>l = I f(x) - PiYWI < &“. 
This gives (1.1). In order to prove (1.3) we assume ,that x E Si, n F and 
y E Sk. n F. Then, by (4.15), 
IL(x) -L(Y) - ,& (x - Y)%,.(Y)1 
G I Pi”(X) - PRY(X)/ + I Pk”c4 - Pk”(Y) - (x - Y) DPk”(Y)l . 
The second term on the right-hand side is zero since the polynomial PR” 
is of first degree. By inserting f(x) and using (4.14) we see that the first term 
is less than c2-” if / x - y / < 2-“. This proves (1.3). Next we want to prove 
(1.4). Again we assume that x E Si, n F, y E SkV n F, and that / x - y 1 < 2-“. 
Then, by (4.15) and (4.16) (with x0 = xOiV), for I j I = 1, 
h”(X) -h”;:,(Y) = p!3’<4 - fe(Y) 
= 2’(P,“(X’) - Pi”(XO)) - P;;(y) 3 
= 2”(Pi”tx;) - pk”(x;N + 2”(Pk”(&J - Pi”(%)) (4.17) 
since P,$, I j / = 1, is constant. By (4.14), Pi” and Pk” differ fromf, and hence 
from each other, by less than c2-” at the points xIeiV , k = 0, 1, 2. Hence, 
by Lemma 4.2, the last member of (4.17) is less than c, proving (1.4). The 
proof of (1.2) is very similar. In fact, let x E F n &, n S,, , Y > ,u. As in the 
proof of (1.4) we get for I j I = 1, 
Ifi” - .Mx)l = I mi”(x;) - P?c&N + 2”V,,kl) - piYcPlo))I < c-2-2 
proving (I .2). It remains to prove (1.5) and (1.6). We note that j fv j < c 
since / Pi, I < c at x0 , x1 , and x2 and hence at x E &, by Lemma 4.2. This 
argument and (4.16) also proves (1.6). So Proposition 4.2 is proved. 
Remark 4.4. A definition of a smooth class on an arbitrary closed set F 
similar to the one in (4.13) and (4.14) has been used in approximation 
problems in the theory of analytic functions (Dzjadyk [2, p. 711). For sets 
F C R1 this definition gives a result similar to Proposition 4.2 by the same 
method of proof as above. 
Remark 4.5. It is also possible to give an equivalent definition of A,(F) 
for any closed set Fin terms of local polynomial approximation. Denote by 
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Q = Q(x,, , 8) a cube with center x0 and side length S. Define n*(F) as the 
set of all functions f such that for each Q = Q(x, , S) there is a polynomial 
P, of degree <1 such that 
0) I f(x) - pdx)l < Ma, x E Q n F, 
(ii) if Q n P # @ and Q’ n F # 0, then j P,(x) - P,(x)1 < 
Mmax(6, S’), x E Q i‘l Q’, 
(iii) if Q n F # o and Q has side length 4, then / P,(x)1 < M, 
XEQ. 
Then one can show that A*(F) = A,(F). The proof of this is similar to 
the proof of Proposition 4.2. It may be noted that the conditions imposed on f 
in Definition 1.1 are in a sense weaker than the conditions in the alternative 
definitions of f&(F) given in this remark and in Remark 1.3, since it is easy 
to verify directly, that iffo /l*(F) orfsatisfies the requirements in Remark 1.3 
then f belongs to Al(F). 
5. A MORE GENERAL FORM OF THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
In this section we briefly discuss the generalization of some of the previous 
results to spaces cl,(F), k > 1. 
We first define the class &(R”), k > 1, k integer (cf. Definition 2.1 and, 
e.g., [8, p. 1451). A function f belongs to Ak(Rn) if f is k - 1 times contin- 
uously differentiable and I dhzf(i)(x)l d M [ h 1, I j I d k - 1, x, h E Rn, and 
1 f(j)(x)\ < M, / j ( < k - 1, x E R”. The norm of f is infimum of the 
constants M. Equivalently,fbelongs to ii, if 1 dk+lf(x)l < M 1 h Ilc and 
If(x)1 < M, (see [7, p. 1591). Here nyj(x) denotes the difference of order 
k + 1 with step h, i.e., flhlf(x) = f(x + h) -f(x) and, for k > 0, 
A ;+yf (x) = Ll hydhlcf)(X). 
The following definition of /l,(F) is a generalization of Definition I. 1. An 
element of n,(F) is a collection {fj}ljl(k--l , where j is a multiindex and the 
functions fi may conveniently be considered as derivatives off0 . We some- 
times write f for this collection. Compare also the definition of Lip(or, F), 
a > 0, given in [8, p. 1761. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let F be a closed subset of R*, let c1 > 0, let k be an 
integer, k 3 1, and let the functions h , 1 j 1 < k - 1 be defined on F. Then 
we say that {~}~:>lils,-, belongs to &(F) if there exist collections {fjv}lil~.k, 
v = 1, 2, 3 ,..., of functions defined on F such that for x, y E F 
(9 If;(x) -fj.(x)l < M2--“(J4’, v > 1, lj I <k - 1, 
Ih”W -.fxx)l < M2+“, pLvVl,l.il =k, 
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(ii) j,fit&) - 1 f& l! (x - YY 1 
< Mpk-l~l), 
Ij+llQ 
Ix-y] <a2-“,v>l,!jI <k, 
(iii) 
As the norm l!fjl+) off, we again take the infimum of all M such that the 
conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied for some &)ljlsk . 
If P = R” and {J;:)I~~s~-~ E AR(F), then it is readily verified that& is k - 1 
times differentiable, and that the functions h are uniquely determined by fO 
by means ofh = f . f’ Furthermore, the analog of Proposition 2.1 holds, i.e., 
the space L&(F) as defined by Definition 5.1 is for F = R” equivalent o the 
classical space A,(R”), defined before Definition 5.1. The proof is similar 
to the proof of Proposition 2.1, but a significant difference is that the function 
f7 in that proof shall be defined by 
The following theorem is our most general version of the extension 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F be a closed subset of Rn. Then every f = (f.} ~~~~~~~ E 
A,(F) may be extended to a function Ef in fl,(R”). Ef is an extension off in the 
sense that the restriction to F of the partial derivative (Ef)(j) is fj for 1 j 1 < 
k - 1. Furthermore, the extension can be made so that 11 Ef IlAl,(R”) < 
c /If Iln,(F) , where the constant c only depends on n and k, and so that Ef is 
infinitely d&erentiable outside F. 
To prove this theorem, we use the following more general form of the 
extension given in Section 3.3. Put 
P”(X, y) = c f+ (x - Y>’ 
lil@ 
and let vVi and p,,( be as in Section 3. Then we define Ef by 
W(x) = f dx)h), x E =‘, 
"=l 
and U(x) = fo(x>, x 6 F, 
wherefl, is given by 
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We omit the proof of the fact that Ef belongs to L&(P), since the proof of 
this in the case k = I already given in Section 3 is almost entirely typical 
for the general case. 
Note however that the expression for P&C, q) - P&C, r) given in Section 3.4 
shall be replaced by a more general emma given, e.g., in [8, p. 1771. 
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